
Grab This Idea – Referral Agreement
How can you use this idea in your business?

Strenwell runs a small accounting firm. He doesn’t have a long list of clients. Instead, he prefers to work with
only a few clients who are very rich. He doesn’t do accounting and taxes for employees. Rather, he specializes
in accounting for the employers.

Sternwell doesn’t promote his services or advertise in any way. All of his rich clients have been referred to him
by his other clients.

But, because Sternwell doesn’t advertise, he sought out to find a surefire way of generating referrals. He found
that asking clients directly for referrals works successfully many a times. And, he found that acknowledging
clients who refer others and giving them a reward works
better.

And then, after trying out many various different tricks to increase his referrals, he landed on one tactic that
works like gold for him.

What is this tactic?

Before he starts working with a new client, he gets them to read and sign a document. That document isn’t
prepared by a lawyer. Instead its very simple and just three-fourth of a page long. The title of the page states:
“Our Commitment to One Another.”

And, the document then states what Sternwell will do for his clients. It states the services he will provide and
the time frame he will provide it in.

The document then states Sternwell’s expectations from his clients. It usually asks just 2 questions:

 Will you pay on time?

 Will you consider referring to us at least two other business people whom you believe would benefit
from an association with us?

That’s it.

Sternwell found that by planting the expectation of providing referrals in the beginning of the relationship,
almost 100% of his clients provided him with referrals!
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